From the Showroom Floor

RE-BOOTING OUR THINKING ON
VEHICLE PURCHASING

F

By Kenneth E. Seaton

OR MANY PERSONS BUYING
A NE W CAR
CAN BE A VERY
STR E SSF UL AND
DAUNTING ORDEAL. STEPPING THROUGH THE
DEALERSHIP DOORS ONE IS IMMEDIATELY AWASH IN A SEA OF GLASS,
CHROME AND RUBBER.
Bright colors, music and a smell of
newness assault and overload your senses.
Immaculately dressed salespersons glide
smoothly towards you as you instinctively
put a hand over your wallet.
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That’s probably because new cars
don’t come cheap. According to a recent
BMO Auto Report, Canadians spend on
average $437.48 per month or $5,250 annually on their vehicle. This amount includes car payments, insurance, gas and
maintenance. The report also stated that
the majority of Canadians, who currently own a vehicle, intend on purchasing
a new vehicle every five years and will
spend on average $26,044, with Atlantic
Canadians paying out $24,080.
Coincidently, according to the Canadian Press, 2015 was a banner year for
Canadian auto sales with nearly 1.9 million new vehicles reported as sold. Sales
of new vehicles rose by 2.5 per cent over
2014 topping out at 1.898 million. This increase was partially driven by the demand
for light trucks – included in this category
are minivans, SUVs and pickup trucks.

Canadians purchased nearly 1.2 million
trucks, a figure that was up 8.8 per cent
from 2014, while new car sales dipped 6.3
per cent to 715,719 in 2015.
If going new is not your thing, then
perhaps you’d be more interested in purchasing a used car, or as they are now
called, a pre-owned vehicle. It used to be
easy to find a Used Car Lot; all you had to
do was step out of the new car dealership
front doors and wander across the street.
Now you might be thinking that purchasing a used vehicle would be less
costly and less stressful than buying new.
Well think again because you were usually confronted with rows of gleaming
cars, often parked nose to tail, while large
balloon figures with waving arms danced
franticly to the music blaring from hundreds of speakers. A salesman – who is
obviously a poorer relation to the new car
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salesperson
– tossed down his cheap cigar, hitched up polyester pants and stuck
out his hand as he scurried towards you.
When buying a used or pre-owned vehicle, as you may have previously experi1,000 lbs.
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to fall apart or seize up the moment that
its warranty expires.
Even if you take it for a test drive,
have an independent mechanic give it the
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once over and run a VIN search – vehicle
identification number – there is still no
guarantee that you will be getting what
you’re paying for. Knowing the vehicle’s
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five percent of the time. When you
consider that buying a vehicle is often the second largest purchase that
a person will make in their lifetime…
perhaps it is time for a re-think.
Now in the not too distant past,
everyone wanted own their own vehicle.
For many it was – and may always be – a
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ample – the generation of children born
between the 1980s to the early 2000s –
are proving that they are considerably less
car oriented than other generations.
There are many dynamics at play here.
For instance, different concerns about our
environment, rising fuel and maintenance
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taxes, steadily increasing insurance rates
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any wonder that some vehicle owners are
looking towards other forms of transporDIE GRINDERS
tation while seeking relief from the vehicle ownership malaise?
At a recent Consumer Electronics
show in Las Vegas self-driving cars were
front and center and very hard to miss.
Why you ask. Well, perhaps because companies like Barclays Capital predicted in
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The report also stated that autonomous cars will decrease total vehicle
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operating costs from 95 cents Canadian
to 42 cents per kilometer. And if you are
willing to share your ride with others that
rate will drop to 17 cents. Amounts such
as these are going to permit more drivers, family, friends and strangers to share
fewer cars.
Self-driving vehicles and their potently lower shared operating costs and
predicted ease of user ability – just imagine using an app to summon a vehicle to
your front door, pick you up, deliver you
to your destination, then it will continue
on its journey – are still a ways off. However, make no mistake they will soon be
sharing a road with you.
For anyone who may be looking for
other options than car ownership, there
are numerous choices currently available
for your consideration.
Of-course
there is always the
possibility
that

you might just choose
to go old school and break out the trusty
walking boots or bicycle. But for those
who need something a little more substantial, you may want to consider:
Delivery services – Making your day
to day purchases on-line via the Internet.
Almost all retail stores now offer local delivery. Online retailers like Amazon and
others provide fast, reliant and in some
cases free home delivery.
Public Transit – Public transportation proponents claim that it is four times
cheaper than travelling by personal vehicle. Normally readily available and accessible to all, or so they claim.
Taxis – This type of alternative transport is only a call or app away but it obviously can get expensive.
Leasing – A vehicle lease is basically
a long-term rental agreement that gives
the lessee exclusive use of a vehicle for
the number of years specified in the lease
agreement.
On-demand services like Uber –
While an issue for some, others consider
this to be the only way to go as it’s economical, easy and digital. However, currently these services may not be available
in your area.

Renting a Car – All the main car rental
organizations are eager for your business
and offer any number of deals and promotions to get that business. Some even
offer door-to-door pick up and deliver.
Additionally, some of the more innovative firms have been known to sometimes
make available peer-to-peer car rentals.
This is where you are able to rent your vehicle directly from a person in your local
neighbourhood and often for a cheaper
price.
Carpooling – Is when two or more
people share an automobile journey together and that journey can be to school,
work, across town or the country. There
are a large number of sites on the Internet showcasing carpool marketplaces and
ride matching websites.
Car Sharing – Companies provide
their members with self-service access
to vehicles conveniently located to your
area and may allow you to drop it off at
another location. Some firms also offer
pick-up and delivery service options.
Most vehicles are available for rent by
the hour or daily basis. User fees usually include the cost of gas, insurance
and maintenance.
There are different kinds of car
sharing available to drivers; Private
car sharing – offer only car rental services, Co-op companies – allow users
to purchase shares in their organization
in-exchange for lower operating fees and
voting rights, Peer-to-peer (P2P) – private
car owners make their vehicles available
to persons looking to rent for short periods of time. This can be accomplished by
listing their vehicle on sites like Craigslist
or the owners may register with one of
the on-line P2P sharing sites. These sites
act as middle-men and connect owners
with pre-screened renters. Depending on
the individual site they may also manage
the insurance and payments.
And ultimately, as any person who
has chosen to give up their right to car
ownership can attest to, not enough can
be said regarding the kindness of family,
friends and co-workers when it comes to
people sharing their rides with them. Going in the same direction or to the same
destination as the ride giver almost always
will elicit an invite to ride along.
Most thoughtful ride recipients may
offer to buy the coffee, doughnuts or chip
in for gas. For many, giving up their car is
also a direct way that they can be kinder
to the environment. They are happily doing their bit in reducing urban congestion
while lowering their own carbon footprint. It doesn’t hurt that they are also saving a few bucks along the way!
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